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2019 E D I T O R I A L
First Word

A

catalyst is a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction. In order for the
chemicals to react, the components involved in any reaction must undergo a
rearrangement of chemical bonds. The slowest step in the bond rearrangement
produces a transition state and this is called Energy of Activation. A catalyst works by
providing this Energy of Activation so that reactant components acquire sufficient
energy to become the products. Therefore, a chemical reaction can proceed even
without a catalyst, but only too slowly. However, with a catalyst, it proceeds much
faster. Likewise, a seeker's spiritual progress may happen very slowly without a
'Sadguru'.
A seeker can always read up the ample spiritual literature available and try to proceed on
the spiritual path. But it may take several lives. On the other hand, the same words
when coming from a 'Sadguru', could have a different effect like a catalyst in a chemical
reaction. Without a Sadguru, the spiritual reading merely sits together with our
intellect, like the chemical reactants being put together without the catalyst. For the
spiritual transformation to happen, a Sadguru as a catalyst helps greatly.
Sai Baba revealed himself as Satchidananda Guru, a roving incarnation of Dattatreya in
fakhir attire. His close devotees Nana, Dasa Ganu, Dixit, Upasani and many others
observed this attribute and they became the foundation stones and basic material of his
cosmic mission as Guru. Baba was simultaneously helping 'sansaric' and materialistic
men and women who had faith in him to develop as 'Bhaktas' surmounting their
shortcomings and faults. For this recognition, Sai Baba started celebrating 'Guru
Purnima' from 1909 onwards and this has become a regular feature.
Sri Narasimha Swamiji has noted that in 1908, Sai Baba made all Guru Bhaktas worship
the pole against which he leaned in Dwarakamayi. Next year onwards he allowed them
to worship his feet. He said: “I am not God. I am his servant. God dwells in the sky
occupied by Brahma and operates even from a pole, like this pole in Dwarakamayi. You
adore this pole, which symbolizes my fakhir Guru. Guru is not
an image or figure. He is a principle”.
His devotees sought a mantra to rekindle their hearts with
the flame of his own heart. Baba told them that
dedication and surrender to one's Guru was the
secret of Bhakti.
We wish all Sai Bandhus a happy and
prosperous 2019.
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Sai Baba

Close Behind Your Thoughts
by Vani Shekar

I

f you want Lord Sainath close behind your thoughts,
Love all beings
If you want joy, serve the distressed,
Remember the Nine Gems who served Sai Baba,
And have partaken Sai's love
Achieved the Abode Eternal at Shirdi.
Partaking his love, blissful became Bayja Ma and Tatya
Enchanted became Mahlsapathy.
Drinking of his love Madhava Rao became Shama.
And full of love did Sai Krishna play on his flute
To welcome Nana Chandorkar and Dasa Ganu to his fold.
When harassed by Shirdi residents
Hari Vinayak Sathe was enraptured by his love
Full of love for Baba, Buty surrendered to Baba
Kaka Dixit abandoned his wealth and riches for Baba
And a fastidious Dabholkar became Hemadpant
To compose the epic Sai Satcharita.
A mendicant ascetic became Upasani Maharaj
Oh Lord Sainath, Please grant a sip of Thy love this distressed soul too!
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Dispelling Fear is an Act of Compassion
as in Sahasranama
by Seetha 'Priya'

W

hat causes fear? A feeling of not being
good enough, a feeling of insecurity with
respect to a more powerful being, ignorance of the
rules that operate in the world, the possibility of
losing material wealth or relationships, the
apprehension of being called to own up from
wrong, a revengeful enemy, the crying ache of
lust. All these feelings cause or bring in their
wake, exploitation. And this gives birth to fear.
Devotees of Sai Baba believe removal of all fear,
known as 'Abhayadanam', is the highest quality,
greatest charity and best action…the supreme
manifestation of compassion.
Compassion is interchangeably called daya,
anukampa, karunya, dana or maîtry and each
term has its own specific connotations and some
overlapping common features. Essentially, they
all indicate empathy with the other, a close
appreciation of the other's pain, being moved by
it, alleviating it by donating by something and
nurturing love towards all. Compassion is present
in any of the above ideas or a combination of
them.
Compassion forms the very basis of 'Sraddha'
as propounded by Sai Baba. The reason why
dispelling of fear is considered paramount is
because every soul is equal. So to cause harm to
another is to cause harm to oneself. It is
disrespecting the universality of the soul. Even if
it be an insect or a plant. Sai Baba told his
devotees – 'I am in you-You are in me'.
This is aptly described in the third shloka of
Vishnu sahasranama –

'Yogo Yogavidam Netha Pradhana Purusheshwaraha
Narasimhavapuhu shriman Keshavah
Purushothamaha'.
Here 'Yogo' denotes Sai Baba who could be
known by Yoga, as 'Yogavidam Netha' as the
leader of those that know yoga, as he practiced
Dhoty-Poty and Khanda Yogas. He is 'Pradhana
Pur usheshwara' as He is the L ord of
'Prakriti'(Pradhana) and 'Purusha'(Jeeva) – Lord
of both. He is 'Naarasimha Vapuhu' – He that has
the form of man and lion is 'Shriman' united to
'Lakshmi'. He is 'Keshava' representing the
Trinity – 'Ka'stands for Brahma. 'A' for Vishnu
and 'Isa' for Rudra. Sai Baba therefore is the Best
of Men the Supreme Lord.
Baba identified himself with dogs, pigs, crows
and in fact in all animals and human beings.
Implicit faith in Sai Baba has made devotees study
non-human life in such detail that they have
classified them as having one two, three, four or
five senses. Further, they all also have a soul
which desires to live. "To each his life is dear."
Even the cockroach that you spray against or
the mosquito that you slap dead, desires to live
just as much as you or I do. Sri Narasimha
Swamiji used to feed grains to crows and sparrows
and Sri Radhakrishna wamiji encouraged 'Gowpooja'. Dogs were plenty near his abode 'Hamsa
Niketan'.
Sai Baba's idea of compassion goes beyond
human life to all living beings. Though it is
contained in his concept of 'Ahimsa', it is an
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understanding and a true appreciation of other
life. Sai Baba stopped Kaka Dixit from
slaughtering a goat only to demonstrate others
from doing harm.
It may appear obvious to many, but the subtle
difference in understanding compassion arises
because it talks about compassion at the level of
the soul. To recognize that one should not cause
fear and that everyone should be able to live free,
indicates an understanding of the equality of one
soul with other souls. And souls look after each
other's interest. It is said souls render service to
one another.
The core act involved in this kind of
compassion to spread the word of restraint…do
not be led by temptation to commit remiss such
that you fall low in the type of birth you may get in
the next births and lose all the merits you have so
far acquired. That is why much importance is
given to listening to wise words, to the sermons of
holy men who direct the erring followers.
Hari Vinayak Sathe was tempted to visit a

prostitute's house. At the nick of the moment, Sai
Baba appeared before him and prevented a
calamity. Sai Baba sent several of his devotees
l i k e B o o t y, S h a ra n a n d a n d o t h e r s to
Radhakrishna Mayi's house, which he called 'The
School' just to test how far they have achieved
control over sexual instincts.
Sometimes it can happen the other way around
too, as in the case of a monk who was doing
penance in a dancing girl's house. He was actually
testing his will power and steadfastness, but lo,
the charms of the lady soon made him forget that.
Even as lust was overtaking his spiritual
inclination, the lady rebuked him in such a
manner that he became conscious of his folly and
go back to the path of rectitude. The courtesan
had been compassionate to the spiritual sadhaka
of several years.
Sai Satcharita (Chapter 13, Ovi 11) states"Such pious persons have become my followers
whose sins have been destroyed and they have
understood me"
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Dixit's Dairy
Leela 1: Baba is Datta
Shri. M.W. Pradhan's elder son was once ill.
Their priest, a Telangi Sastry, was a Datta
Upasaka and did not like the Sai Bhajans. He
told Shri. Pradhan, "Give up Baba and seek
refuge with Datta. Then your son will recover".
Shri Pradhan replied to him, "Baba is Datta".
Then the Sastry challenged him and said, "If the
boy drinks milk within five minutes, I will agree
that Sai and Datta are one and the same, and if
he improves in health from the next day, then I
shall go to Shirdi to Darshan and pay a Dakshina
of Rs. 125-00". In five minutes, the boy drank
milk and from the next day he felt all right in
health. As promised, the Sastry then went to
Shirdi and paid Rs. 125-00 as Dakshina. Later, at
3 p.m., he went again to Baba who asked him to
pay Rs. 5/- as Dakshina. Shama, who was there,
said, "The Sastry paid Rs. 125-00 in the morning.
Why then should he pay Rs 5-00 now?" Shri Baba
replied, "Rs 125 he paid, was to his own Datta.
Has he given it to me?" Then the Sastry paid Rs
five to Shri Baba.
Leela 2: Shri Baba Knows The Future
A gentleman, residing at Thana, was missing
his son for some years. He came to Shri Sai Baba
and prayed to him regarding the boy. Baba said,
"Indeed very soon you will meet your son". Two
days later, that gentleman got leave of Baba to go
home. When he came by train from Manmad
side towards Bombay and got down at Thana,
the train that came from Bombay side also
halted there and from that train his son got
down on the platform and both the father and
son met there just as Shri. Baba said.

Leela 3:
At Bandra there was a broker named Adam Dalali.
When working for somebody in some business, a
police charge was launched against him and some
other brokers too; and it appeared that the case would
be committed to the Sessions. Adam was terrified and
confused. On the day on which he had to go to the
Magistrate, that very morning he went to Tendulkar's
house and in the presence of Shri Baba's portrait he
said, Baba, you are looking and laughing at me. Even if
I go to jail for some period, I will not leave you. I think
that I may be put into prison, but you know I am fully
innocent and that is why you must get me released"
Then he fell at the feet of Shri Tendulkar and of Mrs.
Savitribai and cried. After some time, he again met
Mrs. Savitribai on the street. There he held her feet
and said, "You please say the words "Baba will release
you' and he did not leave her feet.
The lady said, "Yes, Baba will get you released".
Later, he went to the court. Baba saved his honor.
The rest of the accused were held guilty by the
Committing Magistrate.
Adam was released. He was extremely happy. He
went, stood before Sai Baba's portrait and held the feet
of all.
In the evening, a strange Fakir met him on the
street. Adam said to him, "Come with me, you will
have a cup of tea in the shop".
The Fakir agreed saying "yes" and followed him. On
the way Adam turned back to see whether that Fakir
was coming. But the Fakir was not to be seen
anywhere. He searched everywhere but he could not
find any trace of the Fakir.
On the next day, Adam went to Shirdi for Sai Baba's
darshan.
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Maya of Life
by Dinesh Chikballapur
respect. This I understand. But what does 'Patena'
means?" Nana said – 'Patena' means kneeling down."
Baba enquired – "And what about 'Prani Patena'.
Nana replied – "Prani Patena also means kneeling
down." Baba continued – "That means you have
understood that Prani Patena and Patena mean the
same i.e., kneeling down." Nana asserted – "Of course"
Baba continued - "Nana, Vyasa must be a mad cap!
When he could have managed with one word why did
he put an auxiliary word ,'pari' before 'Pataena'."

U

nderstanding life of Baba, all devotees know
very well that Baba is father and mother of all
living creatures. Every one of us know that Baba
himself is 'Parabrahma' walking on earth and taking
care of one and all in some form or other. Also, Baba
wants all human beings to cultivate humility and
compassion.
Now let us look at what he taught to Nana on one
occasion. At Sai Baba's request Nana Chandorkar
recited the thirty-fourth stanza of the fourth chapter
of the Gita – “Tadvidhi Pranipatena Pariprasnena
S evaya – U padesyanti Te Jnanam
Jnanistatvadarshinah”. Baba appreciated it and asked
him to explain the meaning. Nana Chandorkar said –
“This means that when a disciple who offers his
complete life in the service of the Guru, kneels at his
feet in reverence with a problematic question, the wise
Guru communicates his knowledge to him!”
Baba said – “How wonderful? Let me understand
the meaning of every word therein. I shall understand
it better from a scholar like you! 'Tadvidhi' means with

Nana could not make out what was in Baba's mind!
It was his feeling that Baba has no knowledge of
Sanskrit. Nana himself had just studied what other
exponents had explained! Baba's next question came
up as Nana pondered on this – "And, Nana, what is that
'Prasnenaa'?" Nana replied – "'Prasnena' means
questioning!" Baba asked him – "And 'Pariprasna' also
has the same meaning!" Nana replied in affirmative.
"Same thing again! Once more an auxiliary word!
Has Vyasa really gone mad?" With Baba's questions
coming one after the other, Nana was now perplexed!
His confidence of his mastery over Sanskrit was
shaken.
Baba continued – "Nana, as in case of 'Paripatena'
does not merely mean kneeling down but with with
reverence. It means kneeling with reverential
humility and sincerity! Just bowing down with
reverence will not induce a Guru to part with his
knowledge. Similarly, the word 'Priprasnena' could
not simply mean mere questioning , but questioning
with an intense urge! And that too with 'Sevaya' i.e.,
with a gratifying service! On fulfillment of all these
conditions, then only a Guru will part with his
knowledge
Baba's explanation dissecting every word humbled
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Nana who now listened to him with complete
surrender. He realized that Baba's mastery over
Sanskrit language.
Baba continued – “Lord Krishna repeatedly told
Arjuna that 'I am yourself'. When Arjuna was also a
part of that great knowledge, where was the need to
initiate him? Hence Lord Krishna preferred to
enlighten Arjuna on his ignorance only so that he sees
the Divine Knowledge within himself”.
Nana Sahib pointed out – “But Baba, nowhere in
this stanza there is a reference to ignorance.” Baba
clarified – “Why not? Krishna has used the word
'Jnana'. The opposite of it is 'Ajnana'. If you
incorporate this…….?” Nana recited – “It will then
mean 'Upadeshyanti te Ajnanam'.”
Baba said that Nana was on the right track. Nana
was surprised that all exponents of the Gita had
missed this great truth, which Baba explained in
simple words.
Baba continued – “Nana, the knowledge of divine is
like pure water covered with moss. Removal of it
exposes the clean water below! Guru removes the
ignorance that conceals him within yourself. Lust,
anger, pride, jealousy, attachment and delusion form
the basis of ignorance. Removal of these six passions
leads us to experience that blissful oneness with all –
'Aham Brahmasmi' – I am Brahma!”
Turning to Nana, Baba asked him – “What did
Arjuna say to Krishna in the end?” Nana replied –
“Nashto Mohaha Gato Sandehaha” Arjuna says – 'my
doubts, my delusions, my ignorance has disappeared'.
He has not said – 'I have acquired the knowledge'. Now
you can see for yourself that Guru does not initiate a
disciple but only points out to him the ignorance so
that he sees the divine behind its veil!”
Now Baba replies- " I want to show you another
meaning. We can apply
1. "Asatoma satgamaya Thamasoma Jyotirgamaya”.
2. Gyan and agyan are not opposite. Agyan is also a
part of gyan only.
3. Master will give enough gyan (information)
4. In the fourth line 'which will further lead to
enlightenment' This is evolution.

Here in the original shloka Lord Krishna insists on
clearing of doubt, serving the master, show utmost
respect to him and do not doubt his capacity. Major
stress is given to get the doubt cleared completely.
Baba is giving the biggest lesson to all of us by asking
Nana to put 'A' behind the word 'gyan'.
Though Baba did not attend any sanskrit class or
went to a gurukul was aware of all scriptures. He was
an Avadhoota, a sidda purusha like Ramana Maharshi,
Ramkrishna and others who have demonstrated
similar incidents.
Baba here is referring to Isovasya Upanishad which
speaks of 'vidya' and 'avidya'. Here Vidya stands for
spiritual knowledge and Avidya stands for worldly
matters (materialistic pleasures) science).
In Kathopanishad Yama teaches Nachiketa reality
of Shreyas and Preyas. First path is preyas where a
man will concentrate on his day to day comforts. The
second path is ' shreyas '. It is one which guides a seeker
to understand creation and about the 'Self'. Now with
these two upanishads we can infer that vidya refers to
Shreyas and for Gyan. Further Avidya refers to Preyas
and to agyan
Now Baba says "put 'A' behind Gyan" which makes
it 'Agyan'. In normal course, we go to a master to get a
relief from our problems. Baba is a lovely saint like our
own mother who will give us whatever we need and
sows the seed of shradda. Then the four lines will read
like this.
Tadviddi Pranipatena ... Go to a Master and prostrate
pari prashnena sevaya ... Serve him, ask questions till
the doubts are cleared.
Upedekshanti te (A)gyanam ...He will fulfill the needs
Gyanina tatwa darshinam... Master guides you in a
spiritual path.
Here Baba conveys the message that not all people
come to him for 'Mukti' but get relieved from
mundane problems. Baba takes care of that devotee by
destroying all his 'prarabda' relieving his troubles.
Then any devotee would surrender to him 'in toto'
with shradda. Naturally the devotees will be in path of
Shreyas or gyan marg. Thus Baba's interpretation for
this shloka may be concluded.
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There's No Pride Like Humility
by Sri Narasimha Swamiji

S

ometime between 1933 and 1936, I stayed in
the Ashram of Sri Upasani Maharaj and in one
of the 'Satsangs', he went on to list fifteen do-ityourself steps to achieve humility.
While most of these are unexceptionable – 'Speak
as little possible about yourself'; 'Accept small
irritations with good humor'; 'Do not protect yourself
behind your own dignity'; 'Choose always the more
difficult task'; 'Accept contempt, being forgotten and
disregarded'; 'Accept censures even if unmerited'.
Some of his prescriptions are open to question.
'Avoid curiosity,'Upasani Maharaj said. Avoid all
curiosity, - all curiosity? In a world without curiosity
we would not have Science. What makes the apple
fall? How does gravity work? Nor would we have
literature, which is based on our ability to feel
empathy which is the emotional and spiritual
counterpart to physical gravity and which binds us
together – for Yudhistira seeking Vishnu
Sahasranama or Krishna's 'Upadesha' to Arjuna, for an
imaginary Hamlet or Don Quixote.
Then there is “Do not interfere in the affairs of
others”. Which affairs? While we certainly ought not
to be nosy busy- bodies by meddling with other
people's routine affairs, what if the person is in acute
distress or danger?
Instead of throwing him a lifeline should we let a
drowning man drown, because that is his karma? In
the Puskar lake in Ajmer, my right leg was caught by a
crocodile and a bullet from a Punjabi standing on the
shore killed it and I had a rebirth! Did Lord Sainath
himself 'interfere' with the affairs of innumerable
number of devotees in mitigating their sufferings?

'Give into the will of others' also poses problems.
Who might those others be whose will we must give in
to? Hari Vinayak Sathe is permanently connected
with Shirdi because of his constructing Sathe Wada
near the Gurusthan. He also provided Megha for
Baba's worship as well as ritualistic 'upasana' at Shirdi.
Baba made Sathe bring up a 'Dakshina Bhiksha
Sansthan' and preside over the organization. The
intention of this body was to reserve a part of daily
dakshina which Baba doled out to individuals. This
enraged devotees like Nana Valli who virtually chased
out Sathe from Shirdi forgetting all the good work
done by him. He was misunderstood! Upasani
Maharaj himself was disliked by many at Shirdi!
By giving in to the will of Adolf Hitler and the
atrocities committed by Nazism, the German people
were made to bear the burden of a collective moral
responsibility.
Should we give into the will of a dictator like Nana
Valli or Khelkar? Is not dissent – a resolute refusal to
give into the unscrutinised and unquestioned will of a
few dominant individuals – the bedrock without
which any organization cannot exist. Both Sathe and
Upasani gave 'in to' the will of others.
Another rule 'Give in, in discussions, even when
you are right'. This once again raises the question of
the central theme of dissent in any organization. For
an organization to exist, it is essential that we not give
in discussion when we are right. On the other hand,
we should convince the other party who is not right!
I understand that Upasani Maharaj seeks to
inhabit a reality of the spirit which rises above and
beyond such mundane pre-occupations as to how
social systems operate.
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Fine. But what about seekers of truths which
transcend worldly matters? Should Lord Sainath not
have questioned the blinkered orthodoxies of the day
in his interactions with several hardcore devotees.
Sai Baba told his devotees: “I see myself everywhere.
There is no place without me. There is nothing else
but me, my eyes are in every place, keeping a watch on
my devotees on the evil and the good. No one can
escape” (Sai Satcharitra, Chapter14, Ovi 48).
Lord Sainath groomed his nine great devotees –
Mahlsapathy, Tatya, Shama, Nana, Ganu, Sathe, Buti,
Dixit and Hemadpant – before he elevated them to
spiritual excellence. If questioned, would he have
abnegated the validity of his wisdom in the name of
humility?

Narasimha Swamiji with devotees at Lendi Bagh

Upasani's concept of humility is based on the
spiritual discipline of the emptying out of the sense of
self, of the ego. The profound dilemma arises when, in
striving to relinquish itself, the ego unintentionally
promotes the sense of a self that desires to be a self-

above-self. How to relinquish that desire, that self?
In other words, how to relinquish the desire for
humility, the unmediated pursuit of which can lead to
its, very opposite, to a pride in being humble?

Sai Baba's Advice to Upasani Maharaj
Sai Baba desired to make Upasani a 'Sadguru' and transfer all his spiritual treasury. For this purpose,
he put him on an internship. He had strictly instructed him not to stir out of Khandoba Mandir for fortyeight months. Upasani agreed to comply Baba's instructions rigidly.
Initially Upasani had hallucinations. His dead grandfather appeared before him and muttered the
word 'Ahmednagar' again and again in a peculiar style. Upasani thought that his grandfather is
instructing him to leave Shirdi and go to Ahmednagar. Then he split the word emphasizing accent on
every of its components and divided it as 'Aham-Madan-Gar' which in Sanskrit Aham means ego, Madan
means lust and Gar means poison. Actually, Sai Baba had appeared in the form of his grandfather to point
out that ego and lust are obstacles to spiritual progress!
Besides this, while sitting idle in Khandoba temple he perceived a number of mystic visions before his
eyes. Sunrays entering his head and emerging out still brighter from the other side, dazzling and
revolving circles moving before his eyes, in those rays a black person 'Kali Purusha' and a fair
complexioned person 'Sath Purusha' competing with each other to push him into a valley of sins or merits,
finding himself among many women himself being devoid of gender sense, sometimes feeling himself as a
woman, vision of Sai Baba, formation of universe by atoms and molecules, fast moving universe himself
being an independent entity and other bewildering hallucinations! Khandoba Mandir was also infested
with snakes and other reptiles freey movng over Upasani! Upasani used to get frightened and run to
Baba! Baba would reassure him with affectionate words of consolation!
(Source – 'The Sage of Sakori')
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I Am Rich,
But Not Attached To Money
by Sri Radhakrishna Swamiji

S

ai Baba's way of life speaks of the
'belonging' that emerges from a deep and
almost instinctive human need. Yet, it is this very
need we consider 'our own' that creates the
category of non-belonging or 'the other'.
When I look up at the stars, I feel the presence
of something powerful. After years of hard
'sadhana' and chanting of Vishnu Sahasranama, I
have everything to be happy about. Generally,
one excitement needs a bigger one to be satisfied.
I thought that people live happily as long as they
had enough money, but I could still feel an
emptiness.
There was a function at my house one day in
our village. After the guests had left, I was alone
beside the rivulet of Kaveri flowing in front of our
residence. My thoughts strayed to my growing up
years in our village. In those days, I was not
regular to school but roamed amidst nature. My

stomach ached with hunger and my pulse
throbbed with the anxiety of an uncertain
tomorrow. I never walked alone. All around me
was the undeniable presence of that living web
from which all things are born and continually
unfold. That moment, I knew the cause of my
unhappiness at once. 'That' presence was missing.
I was satisfied, but I was not happy.
That was when I decided to get to the bottom
of this feeling of unhappiness. Over a period of
time, I found myself asking the question: Who am
I? I was in a rat race like most other young men
who do not have the time to think. Moreover, I
had my inhibitions to overcome. I met several
saints and sages. I remained unhappy. When I
met my Guru, Sri Narasimha Swamiji, I asked him
as to why I have remained unhappy. I remember
what my Guru said, “Happiness is an inside job. It
can't come from the outside.”
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When I joined Sri Narasimha Swamiji and
relocated to Madras, I was entrusted with the task
of rearranging books in the library. Moreover, the
Theosophical Society was also close by. I decided
to study religion and did so for ten years. What I
found blew my mind. I realized that there is a
higher power just like the 'Brahma' that Vedanta
describes, and it pervades all space without
exception.
I resolved to pledge myself to working in
concert with others with a common desire to
forge a new alloy of spirituality and science,
strong enough to withstand the centrifugal forces
of our age.
The fact is, we need to believe in a higher power
that is universal, and much bigger than us. In all
spiritual traditions, we have the desire to
communicate with that entity. Happiness does
not come from outside; it comes from inner
experience and clarity. With constant repetition
of Vishnu Sahasranama my mind became clear in
course of time. Then I felt one with the source.
That is how I developed a great peace of mind.

everything and go to forest. For spiritual
progress, total renunciation is not required.
Simplicity is a must.
Attachment is what causes problems and you need
to guard yourself against it. I may have all basic
requirements like bed, pillow, blanket, mosquito-net
but I am not attached to them. I can enjoy a
comfortable life; I can take it or leave it.
We have five thousand years of tradition; Sai Baba
says that attachment causes suffering. Relieving
suffering by giving up everything is not the right way,
you do not have to renounce everything and go away,
although it is easy to do so.
Sri Narasimha Swamiji in his masterpiece 'The Life
of Sai Baba' has stated that everyone of us is
'paripurna' or totally fulfilled, completely satisfied.
For some reason you may not know it. Ignorance of
your fullness causes an imaginary void. Sai Baba
accepts you as his own and gives knowledge of your
fullness. Once you experience fullness, you will be
independent of the world. Sai Baba also prescribes
the technique of obtaining the world so that you are
comfortable at any stage in life. In short, devotion to
Sai Baba enables you to gain the world and not be
bound to it.

Money is necessary; you cannot renounce

“

My master told me to give bountlessly to all that ask. No one listens to me or

wisdom. My treasury is open. None brings carts to take from it. I say dig;

none will take any pains. I said dig out the treasure and cart it away. be the

real and true sons of the mother and fully stock your magazine. what is to

become of us i.e. this body life? Earth will return to the earth; and the air

(breath) will return to the air. this opportunity will not return."

”

—Sai Baba
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Swami Keshavaiah
by Dr. G.R. Vijayakumar

S

wami Keshavaiah was a contemporary of Sri
Narasimha Swamiji and Sri Radhakrishna
Swamiji. I had his blessings when he came on a visit to
Bengaluru in 1979 for a short-visit to his son's
residence in Malleswaram.
Born to parents - Balaiah and Sanjeevamma, Bala
Keshavaiah was born on 1st July 1899 in a pious
Vaishnava family in Pamidi on the banks of Pennar
River, in Anantapur District of Andhra Pradesh. On
15th October 1918, when Sai Baba attained
Mahasamadhi at Shirdi, both Keshavaiah and his
mother were on the verge of death due to Plague.
While his mother passed away, Keshavaiah survived to
become a great saint.
Keshavaiah 's entire childhood was spent at Pamidi
village. He did not attach any importance to rituals or
visiting temples. He preferred charity to breaking a
coconut in the temple. In his school days he studied
Bible and had a vision of Jesus Christ. He also learnt
the Koran and had a vision of Prophet Mohammed.
Astrologers predicted that he will be a great saint.
Keshavaiah studied up to Matriculation and joined
Government service. He began his service as a clerk in
the Registration Department in the composite State
of Madras. Very soon he became a Sub-Registrar and
earned for himself a good name. He was sympathetic
to the poor who described him as a "Saint SubRegistrar". During the entire period of his service in
the Registration Department, Kehsavaiah maintained
a spotless character, and could not be lured with any
presents or baits.
In May 1939, he visited Palani and as he stood in
front of Lord Murugha, the idol disappeared and, in its
place, saw a bright light. There was a transformation
in him and he could read the past-present-future of
any one. In June 1939, an advocate Malli Reddy of
Dharmavaram told him about Sai Baba. On the night

Swami Keshavaiah
of 1st July 1939 Sai Baba gave him a dream vision and
the next day he received a picture of Sai Baba and Udhi
from Shirdi unsolicited. Around this time, he met Sri
Narasimha Swamiji too.
Keshavaiah did not go in search of Baba. But Sai
Baba came in search of him and made him an
instrument to convey his grace to humanity.
On April 7, 1941, he came to Penukonda on
transfer and his Poojas of Sai Baba on Thursdays
attracted many devotees towards him. Many siddhis
were at his command. He neither practiced nor craved
for them. In addition to daily worship, he performed
special worship every Thursday. As a devotee entered
the Pooja Room, Keshavaiah looked at Sai Baba's
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Sai Mandir at Shenoy Nagar built by Swami Keshavaiah
picture, spelt out the grievances for which the devotee
had come, and gave necessary remedies. When he
spoke to them, he was not conscious of Sai Baba in
him. He did not do anything without Sai Baba's
permission. He used to reply to devotees' queries
through correspondence also. He helped people
without hampering his official work.
In 1947, Swami Keshavaiah constructed a temple
for Baba at Penukonda. People saw Baba's grace
shining through him. He infused strong faith in the
people, rich and poor, high and low. He did not claim
any powers of his own. On one occasion by his prayer
to Baba he brought rainfall in Gooty after a severe
drought.
Swami Keshavaiah visited Shirdi 73 times after he
was first blessed by Baba in 1939. He helped in
building Sai temples in many places.
Swami Keshavaiah recovered from a near-fatal
illness of TB in 1948. He settled down in Madras and
conducted Sai Pooja from his residence in Shenoy

Nagar. Later in a plot opposite his residence, he
constructed a magnificent temple which was
inaugurated on 14th March 1975.
The most remarkable feature of Swamiji's life was
his success in reforming the characters of some men
and women. He could do this through the benediction
he received from Sai Baba. Atheists became believers
and devotees of Sai Baba. He was not a great scholar in
the worldly sense, but his works were full of
philosophical truth and spirituality. He was not a great
orator, but his speeches were charged with devotion
and sincerity.
Swami Keshavaiah attained Samadhi on August 9,
1981. He asked for Udhi, applied it to his forehead and
said "Allah Malik" and closed his eyes. Swamiji is
survived by a son and two daughters.
Although he is no longer seen in mortal form, his
spirit remains eternally to serve mankind and guide
the destinies of Sai devotees.
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Narasimha Swamiji Interprets

Karma Theory
by Dr. G.R. Vijayakumar

Sai Baba Mandir, Mylapore, Chennai

T

he relationship that drives people crazy
with anger and frustration are from a past
life. These are the people who get under your skin
and exasperate you endlessly. Very often, these
Karmic relationships are with your own family
members and socio-religious circles. Karmic
relationships mean that you have had prior lifetime
with this person, and you both were sent back to be
together to work out things peacefully.
In September 2016, I had a painful experience
and was depressed for almost six months. I quietly
moved into a flat in the University campus, devoted
more time to contemplation and studies, silent
communion with plants and trees during my long
walks and grew younger by associating myself with
students. The trauma converted me instantly into a
faithful follower of Mahatma Gandhi.

In January 2017, a pious soul invited me to join
in a Vishnu Sahasranama Homa at Chennai. It was
an opportunity to detoxify my Soul. I have always
felt that holding in old anger is caustic and sickly. I
know that blaming is a projection of our ego. I did
not blame anyone as it helps none nor does it
balance the Karma.
On reaching Chennai on 25th January 2017
noon, I went to All India Sai Samaj. I sneaked into
Sri Narasimha Swamiji's cottage and chose a quiet
place. My intention was to meditate on Sri
Narasimha Swamiji and seek an answer. I lost track
of the time. Suddenly I heard “You will never know
the truth about it”, a soft voice said. I opened my
eyes to see Sri Narasimha Swamiji right in front of
me.
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“I know you are here to find out as to why you
were treated shabbily in September, but you cannot
know till you know what it is about”. Swamiji said
enigmatically.
“What do you mean Swamiji”?
Your experience is an epic, a ballad, perhaps a
reality but definitely a philosophy.
Sri Narasimha Swamiji smiled luring me into
more questions.
“Can you tell me what the philosophy is then?” I
requested.
“Sure”, began Sri Narasimha Swamiji .
“Your sad experience in September 2016 is like
the Kurukshetra war waged on your sterling
qualities. They are nothing but your five senses:
sight, smell, taste, touch and sound………….and do
you know what the perpetrators are?” He asked me
narrowing his eyes:
“The sycophants are the 'Kauravas' - that
hundred vices that attacked your senses, but you
have fought them boldly……….and do you know
how?”
I shook my head again.
“When Krishna rides your chariot!”
Sri Narasimha Swamiji appeared brighter and I
gasped at the gem of insight.
Krishna is your inner voice, your Soul, your
guiding light and if you let your life in his hands you
have nothing to worry. You have followed your
Guru in all humility and it is the right thing.
Swamiji continued. The Karmic relationship is
akin to have a tug of war. They are power plays,
when one person will pull, and the other person will
pull back. No one wins in the Karmic power plays.
But when you drop your side of the rope through the
process of forgiving yourself for getting into the tug
of war, the power struggle stops.
You are a devotee of Sai Baba. Your Soul agreed to
follow Sai's dictum because it is necessary for your

spiritual progress. Continue as a devotee, you
would evolve in 'Bhakti-Marg' and no trauma would
occur. For a person of your nature, develop intense
devotion. Sai Baba is close behind your thoughts
and will warn you. Do not ignore those red flags!
Vow to listen to them from now on. Life lessons
only count if we learn from them.
I was stupefied but came around quickly with
another question.
“Then why are others supporting them in spite
of their vices and crooked deals?”
Sri Narasimha Swamiji nodded, sadder for the
question.
“ They are like Bhishma and Kripa in
Mahabharata. It just means that as you grow up,
your perception of your elders changes. The others,
whom you thought were perfect are not all that
perfect. They have faults. And now you are aware
who is for your good and who is for your bad. Your
decision to dissociate from such people is exemplary
and is for your own good. Krishna preached Arjuna
to fight even Bhishma and Kripa for his own good
even though it is the hardest part of growing up.
Follow Gita to the core.”
I slumped down on the ground, not because I was
tired but because I could understand and was stuck
by the enormity of it.
“What about Karma?” I whispered.
“Ah”said Sri Narasimha Swamiji , “You have
saved the best for the last. Karma is the brother to
your senses, he is desire, he is a part of you but
stands with the vices (Sycophants). He feels
wronged and makes excuses for being with the vices
as your desire all the time. Does your desire not give
you excuses to embrace vices?”
I nodded silently. I looked down consumed with
a million thoughts, trying to put everything
together and when I looked up, Sri Narasimha
Swamiji was gone…………… disappeared………….
leaving behind the greatest philosophy of life.
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The 'Space Between Stories'
by Dr. Asha Praver

E

very individual has a story or a personal
experience to make sense of this world. But
many things happen beyond our comprehension.
Over a period of time, we imply that we know all the
right answers, that everything is under our control;
we know that it is not so. We are, as things indicate,
in that 'space between stories'.
But what is this space between stories? Broadly
speaking, it is the time when our familiar way of
understanding and our experience are no longer
applicable. Some scholarly articles have rekindled
in me a great truth from Sai Baba's life: “Without
having an association from an earlier life, no one,
not just human beings but even animals and birds,
come across one another. Therefore, do not rebuff
any one.” (Sai Satcharitra, Chapter 19, Ovi 141). Sai
Baba and Shama were together for 72 births. Even
Sri Radhakrishna Swamiji has mentioned about his
earlier births to his intimate devotees.
My own Guru, Swami Krishnananda of Shanti
Ashram, Berhampore, filled the blanks in the 'space
between stories', by declaring that we all have an
'after life' and every incarnation is a joint venture,
not only between the biological parents, but also

with the incoming soul. The 'karma' of the
incarnating soul is an essential part of the equation.
The incoming soul knows the conditions into which
it is being born. Master says that at the time of
conception, there is a flash of light in the astral
world. Souls who are in tune with that light, and
ready to reincarnate, respond to the possibility of
entering that womb.
Obviously, the biological parents have 'karma'
with the incoming soul. Otherwise it would not feel
drawn to that particular flash. The 'karma' for the
soul is to obtain a physical body and that the joint
'karma' of parents and child ends at that birth.
Think how many times the soul incarnates in its
long journey to emancipation of births and deaths.
Each time there is a mother and father and other
siblings. We live through every permutation. Each
has lessons to teach.
In truth, the 'child' is not a child at all, but a soul.
The body has age; the soul is ageless. A new
incarnation does not mean a clean slate. The
conditions of each birth are a perfect reflection of
what that soul needs to progress spiritually, based
on the accumulated 'karma' of all the previous lives.

Final Advent At Shirdi
Sai Baba appeared in Shirdi in 1854. After a short stay he left the village and nobody knows as to where he
was. However, he came back to Shirdi along with a wedding party in 1858. He permanently settled in Shirdi.
As the wedding party neared Shirdi, the members had dozed off. Only Sai Baba, the fakhir was awake. He
was alert and as the caravan neared Shirdi, his ears heard from a distance a mingled music of Shehanai and
tolling of a bell from a temple. He was pleased with the harmony of their combination. He enjoyed it because he
knew that one came from a Muslim house and the other one emerged from a Hindu temple. Shehanai was
played at Norbhai's house whose daughter was betrothed to Chand Patil's nephew. The bell tolled in
accompaniment of the morning 'Arathi' Mhalsapathy offered at the Khnadoba temple. It was a perfect
harmony of musical notes irrespective of the place they emerged from.
The Fakhir mused - “That is my Mission! Mission of Love! Mission of Brotherhood! Unity of souls!”
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Experiences of Sai Maharaj
Original Source:
Sai Leela Magazine, Year 1923
Translated by: Shri. K.W. Deshpande
Letter to
Mr. Hari Sitaram Dixit

Dated 17th February 1915

from
Mr. Krishnarao Narayan Parulkar
Harda,
Sashtang Namaskar to Shri Kakasaheb Dixit. Shri. Sadhubhaiyya has
received your letter. Shri Balak Ramji and Shri Muktharamji have come
with a photograph of Maharak and as per His directives we have hung the
photo after performing 'Laghu Rudra' etc at Shri Sadhubhaiyya's residence.
We distributed 'prasad' and completed the program. On the same night, my
wife and cousin Shri Dadaji Gawwale had a live experience as follows:
Shri. Narayan Dada felt that he is standing by Samartha at Shirdi and
Samartha was telling him to proceed to Harda along with Him and both
reached the bank of Godavari river, on the bank of the river facing Shirdi.
Water level in Godavari river was more than normal. They saw two bags of
wheat in open condition. Then Samartha asked Shri. Narayanrao as to how to
cross the river. Just at that moment, they saw ten bullocks by the side and a
well-built road through the river. Then from my home at Harda to the home
of Shri Sadhubhaiyya, they went together with bullocks and then Samarth
vanished.
Second experience:
My wife experienced that Shri Madhavrao brought a plate with a coconut
and 'Kumkum' and told her that Baba has sent this for her. These both
experiences are told to you. Shri Balakramji and Shri. Muktaramji are
staying here only. We are performing pooja and 'Aarti' every day and enjoy
it. We were expecting you here. But we realized the reason of your not
coming here through your letter. We expect that Samarth will ask you to
visit us at Harda. Shri Sadhubhaiyya went to Shirdi after receiving order
from Baba. Ten days have passed since then. By blessings of Baba, all people
are happy here. We will continue the correspondence. Mrs. Bhabisaheb will
convey my salutations.
Yours,
Krishnarao Narayan Parulkar
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Ganu Reformed
by B.S. Krishna Murthy

N

ana Saheb and his orderly Ganesh Rao witnessed the
miracle of Ganga gushing out of Baba's feet on their
first visit to Shirdi. That night Ganesh Rao composed a song on
this event. Next day, when he went to Shirdi, on Baba's
direction, Ganesh Rao sang it. Everyone liked the song. But
Baba said: “Ganu, you are such a beautiful poet and yet you take
pride in composing erotic songs to sell for the lower taste! What
a tragedy of a divine gift?” Ganesh Rao was embarrassed! Baba
further said: “You compose erotic songs, write cheap plays and
watch filthy shows! Ganu dear, God has bestowed on you a
gifted pen – not for writing dirty stuff, but for praising His glory
through beautiful compositions. Write devotional songs and
sing them with devotion! Praise and sing the greatness of
saints in kirthans! My fakhir will look after your welfare! Will
you not listen to me?”
Baba's appealing advice touched the core of Ganesh Rao. He
was fond of composing erotic poetry. But now Sai Baba's
Das Ganu
omniscience dominated his imagination. He was a changed
man! He started thinking that he was wasting his birth as a Brahmin in composing cheap dirty stuff for
Tamashawallas! He decided that he should compose devotional songs and become a good Kirthankar.
If we remain calm observers of ourselves, we could see ourselves in a far more positive light as
Ganesh Rao did. It is an internal processing exercise with splendid results.
Sai Baba's definition of us is of course the best of all. He called us 'his children'. With this definition
before us, we become self-respecting, dignified and can walk with confidence. When the path becomes
slippery, Sai Baba holds our hand. When our steps falter, Sai Baba steadies us. When we begin to
become negative about ourselves, Sai Baba's grace fills us with reassurance.
When we draw the full picture, we won't allow vicious critics to have the final word. It is the picture
we create for ourselves that determine 'who we really are'.
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I am in You and
You are in Me
by Smt.Usha Ranganathan

O

ne day Sri Radhakrishna Swamiji gave me a
significant message – 'I am in you and you
are in me' which encompasses Sai Baba's message
– “Do not keep at a distance from me. There is no
difference between you and me. Whosoever
regards me in this way, he is indeed fortunate”.
(Sai Satcharitra Chapter 15, Ovi 67-73).
Everyone is Sai Baba – that includes me,
yourself, our friends, and all you come across in
life. Swamiji stressed that everyone has the
potential of Sai Baba explaining that fire can be
produced by a stone taken from the bottom of a
river and that a candle can light up a place that has
been dark.
Of course, the qualities of Sai Baba - wisdom,
courage, joy, life force and compassion – are more
manifest in some Guru-bandhus than others, but
Swamiji's message 'I am in you and you are in me'
means that we have their qualities deep inside, in
a latent state waiting to be tapped.
Even now in 20th century, the spirit of equality
has disappeared with ordinary people and the
'divine'. There is no better example of this than
the belief in some sub sects that women should
not chant Vishnu Sahasranama, as if women did
not deserve its merit!
Sri Radhakrishna Swamiji was an ardent
votary of reciting Vishnu Sahasranama. He
suggested that the seeker could choose anytime
and anywhere to chant Vishnu Sahasranama and
invoke the blessing of the Supreme Being. He said
this is very dear to Sai Baba and there is no gender

Sri Radhakrishna Swamiji

bias for its recitation. Vishnu Sahasranama is not
'pick and mix' religion.
'I am in you and you are in me' – this is a
message of great hope. It means that you and
everyone else can become indestructibly happy,
that we have enormous untapped potential, that
we are capable of progress even in the most
difficult of circumstances, often in ways that we
never imagined.
We can overcome the differences that separate
us. We are all equal. A person is not great because
of his social standing, fame, academic background
or position. Swamiji proved this fact time and
again.
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Deo's Children
Get Sterling Blessings
by Sanjay Padia
Reference Source: Sai Jhalak
by Maganlal Jarmanwala

W

hen Dahanu Mamlatdar Balkrishna
Vishwanath Deo passed away on the
midnight of 01.01.1946, his son Sripad Deo went
to immerse his father's ashes in the Godavari. The
Sraadh tithi ceremony of BV Deo fell on
14.09.1946. The night before, Sripad had a dream
in which his departed father BV Deo appeared and
told him," Look, SAI will appear as a sanyasi for
having meals. Be alert." And actually, a sanyasi did
appear at Deo's house and said, "We are 12 people
on our way to Nasik and have come to take meals."
They were duly fed. Thereafter, again, two years
later on 4.02.1948, a batch of sanyasis appeared
at Deo's house for meals and said the same words
as the earlier ones did. They were duly fed too.
Upon leaving, a sanyasi said, "Today is your
departed mother's tithi. Do not forget to feed the
sadhus." Again on 11.09.1948 a batch of 12
sadhus appeared, had meals and left for Nasik. In
each of these instances, late Deo alerted his son
beforehand.
Sripad and Srinivas Deo, both twins, were
devoted to SAI and during their visits to Shirdi
and bowing down before SAI would mentally pray
for the fulfilment of their desires. One such desire
was to possess a cycle which was then a luxury few

Late Shri. Balkrishna Viswanath Deo

could afford. In 1924, a cycle costing Rs 15-20 was
purchased by Deo for his sons.
The two boys often quarreled while playing
and their farther would rebuke them saying he
would report to SAIBABA. Strangely enough,
hearing SAI's name, both the children would fall
silent. Sai too loved both the children.
JAI SAINATH!
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The Story of

The Little Drummer Boy
by B. Rajeshwari

D

uring 'Chavadi Procession' at Shirdi on
Thursdays, with the traditional hymns we
also hear the sound of the deep bass drum.
Written in 1915, it is a popular song among Sai
devotees. The words of the song mean that
devotees are gathering up their finest gifts to
Lord Sainath. The little boy has no material
goods as he was poor, and yet he decides that he
has one gift that he can give Sainath which is his
talent to play the drum. With Bhishma's script,
the boy meets Lord Sainath and offers to beat the
drum. Sai Baba accepts his heartfelt gift and
blesses him. At that moment, a great vocal singer
of those days, Alladia Khan arrived at
Dwarakamayi and was full of appreciation of the
drummer boy! Incidentally Alladia Khan satiated
Baba's ears with his classical music on that day.
The drummer boy has become immortal as that
song is a part of 'Palanquin procession' on
Thursdays.
Laxmibai Shinde's experience is on similar
lines. We are aware that Baba gifted her nine
silver before his Mahasamadhi. Once, she had a
secret desire of making an offering to Lord
Sainath. So, one day in 1916, intending to make
her offering, she went out to work and earned a
small coin.

The oil merchant gave her a small amount of
oil. That evening she went to Dwarakamayi,
when Baba was not in his seat, poured the oil into
an empty lamp and lit the wick, and made this
wish: “Baba, I have nothing to offer but this tiny
lamp. But through this, in the future may I be
blessed with wisdom. May I work to free all
beings from darkness, helping them to reach
enlightenment”.
That night the oil in all the other lamps went
out, but the lamp lit by Laxmibhai was still
burning at dawn, when Abdulla came to collect all
the lamps. When he saw that one was still alight,
full of oil and with a new wick, he thought, “There
is no reason why this lamp should still be burning
in the day time”, and he tried to blow it out. He
tried to snuff it, smother it, but still it burnt on.
Sai Baba was watching and said, “Abdulla, do
you want to put out that lamp? You cannot. The
water in all rivers and lakes would not extinguish
it – because this lamp was offered with devotion
and purity of heart and mind”. Sai Baba made a
prophecy that in the future Laxmibai Shinde
would become a great devotee, calling her 'Light
of the Lamp'. Accordingly, the nine coins gifted to
her before his Mahasamadhi are a standing
testimony to her devotion and dedication.
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IshAvAsya

Part 2

by JayakrishNa Nelamangala
|| Á ´ÉÏ aÉÑÂprÉÉå lÉqÉÈ WûËUÈ Á ||
|| Om Shree gurubhyO namaha harihi Om ||
Before we study the first mantra of the IshAvAsya
upanishat, here are certain fundamental principles
that a student of vedAnta must be aware of. We will
dwell on some of these points as we go through this
series of postings. The three means of knowledge
(called pramANa) are pratyaksha (perception),
anumAna ( inference ) and verbal testimony (
Agama).
The knowledge generated by pratyaksha has the
name 'pratyaksha'
The knowledge generated by anumAna is called
'anumiti'
The knowledge generated by verbal-testimony is
called 'shabda-jnyAna'.
One upanishat never contradicts another
upanishat. Vedas when understood with the help of
brahma-sootras, become the highest pramANa.
The knowledge generated by Agama is vague to
begin with. It is not like pratyaksha. The knowledge
generated by pratyaksha is definite and clear. If I
say, “this is a blue pen” then irrespective of one's
religious beliefs, it is still a blue pen to everyone
because that knowledge belongs to pratyaksha.
But the knowledge generated by Agama is not like
that at all. It is very vague to begin with. It is
inquiry in the form of shravaNa-manananidhidhyAsanA (also known as brahma-jignyAsA)
that brings clarity to the vagueness in knowledge.
Sri VedavyAsa wrote brahma-sootras in order to fix
the meaning of veda. Veda becomes the highest
pramANa, when it teaches the Highest. Veda when
understood without the help of brahma-sootras, is
often made to yield to the mind dispositions of
various thinkers. In this circumstance, one should
remember that Veda is apourushEya to begin with.
The previously existing Veda is revealed to a rishi.

Under the na-vilakshaNa adhikaraNa of the
brahma-sootras, Sri VedavyAsa teaches that the
nature of Veda is quite distinct and different from
all other authored Agama that is known to
mankind.
The moment 'knowledge' is mentioned, three
things should come to our mind. 1) The knower
(subject of knowledge) 2) What is known (object of
knowledge) and 3) The process of knowing. The
'knower' is the subject for the knowledge of 'what is
known' by the 'process of knowing'. At the end of
the process, the knower has the knowledge of the
object.
'knowledgeless subject', 'subjectless
knowledge' and 'objectless knowledge' are all
meaningless phrases. 'Knowledge' itself is the object
for 'theory of knowledge' i.e., epistemology or what
is known as 'pramANa-vicAra' in vedAnta.
Similarly, a subject himself/herself can be the object
of knowledge. There are certain vedAnta thinkers
that do teach that a knower cannot be the known
and they are quite wrong in this observation.
When self-introspection is done, the object and the
subject can be one and the same for that piece of
knowledge. There is a lot to be said on the topic of
'theory of knowledge' which includes 'theory of
error' as well. We will touch upon this very
fundamental and important subject as we go
forward with this series.
For any piece of knowledge, there is always a
prerequisite. For example: for the knowledge of
college Algebra, high school Algebra is a
prerequisite. vedAntic knowledge imparted by this
upanishat also has a prerequisite which is
technically called as 'adhikAra' i.e, fittedness for
knowledge. IshAvAsya starts off by specifying the
adhikAra.
This entire world is a product of prakriti made
out of five gross elements and five subtle elements.
In the Vedic model of this universe, an inanimate
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object needs a sentient principle behind it. This is
the 'devatA' concept in the Veda. For example, for
space which is one of the five gross elements,
vinAyaka is the devatA. This is why, where there is
empty space (vinAyaka ) there are no obstacles.
Prakriti (nature made out of space-air-fire-watersearth) also has a principle behind it. The quest in
vedAnta is to find that One source of all, because of
which everything else exists and operates. That
principle is called 'Isha' in this upanishat. It is also
known in other upanishats as Brahman or
Parabrahman.
With this background, let us study the first
mantra of IshAvAsya upanishat.

EmÉÌlÉwÉiÉç upaniShat
DzÉÉuÉÉxrÉÍqÉSð xÉuÉïqÉç rÉiÉç ÌMügcÉ eÉaÉirÉÉqÉç eÉaÉiÉç |
iÉålÉ irÉ£åülÉ pÉÑleÉÏjÉÉÈ qÉÉ aÉ×kÉÈ MüxrÉÎxuÉ®lÉqÉç || 1 ||
ISAvAsyamida~M sarvam yat ki~jca jagatyAm jagat |
tena tyaktena BunjIthAH mA gRudhaH
kasyasviddhanam ||1||
IshAvAsyamidam sarvam yat kimcha jagatyAm jagat |

(This "everything" needs God's pervasion.
"Everything" means the world which is a product of
prakriti.)
tEna tyaktEna bunjeethA mA gridhah kasyasvit
dhanam ||1 ||
Live with what He has given. Do not covet for
anyone else's money.
When our 'effort' is done without a desire for
results, what is also called nishkAma-karma, then it
is the pronouncement of Isha's Independence. You
work in an office and get a salary. If your
understanding is that "I" have earned it by "MY" own
efforts, then it is sakAma-karma. The work that
you think as "I am doing", if you understand it as
God's work, and money that you got as a result, is
because He gave it you, then it is nishkAma-karma.
sakAma-karma is begging others for money.
n i s h k A m a - k a r m a i s p ro n o u n c i n g I s h a ' s
Independence, because everything is IshAvAsya.
Everything around you depend on prakriti and
prakriti itself depends on Isha.
Shree krishNArpaNamastu,
JayakrishNa Nelamangala

RE-INTERPRETATION OF 'GURU'
On his very second visit to Shirdi along with Nana Saheb Chandorkar, Ganesha Rao had a
conviction that Baba is a Muslim cannot be a 'Sadguru'.
Baba calmly replied – “When you say 'Guru Brahma, Guru Vishnu, Gurudevo Maheswara' you
confirm that Guru is Brahma, Guru is Vishnu and Guru is Maheswara. There is another meaning that
Brahma is Guru, Vishnu is also Guru and Maheshwara too is Guru! Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara –
three different forms of the same God!” He gave a new meaning!
Baba continued – “When you bowed to me considering me as 'Guru' you did not bother about my
caste, creed and religion! Then what is wrong if Hindu devotees see in me these three forms Brahma,
Vishnu and Maheswara and adore me as 'Sadguru'?” Baba put up a straight question.
Ganesh Rao now spoke bluntly – “Then your feet should be considered a sacred place of pilgrimage.”
Baba replied – “Right you are! That is why I say you have darshan of my feet and you will have the merit
of visiting Prayag.” Ganesh Rao was also outspoken – “Baba, I do not see Ganga or Yamuna in these two
feet. May be I do not have the insight.”
Baba happily said -“Good, at last you accept it! That is why you need a Guru!”
Ganesh Rao replied – “Baba, I will accept you as a spiritual guide, a Sadguru, provided I see Ganga
and Yamuna within your feet!”
Ganesh Rao openly challenged Baba! There was now pin drop silence! All eyes were fixed on
Baba's feet.Water gushed out from both the toes of his divine feet! Distinctly two different streams of
Ganga and Yamuna! As their water flowed both the currents mingled into one and looked like the
confluence of the great Ganga and Yamuna at Prayag!
(Source: 'The Loving God')
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To Cross
the River of

Maya

by Sri Baba Shivarudra Balayogi Swamiji

S

ai Baba is eradicating the agony of distressed
with his divine powers even after his
'Mahasamadhi' in 1918. The aspirants are guided by
Sai Baba to meditate, to have compassion and serve
mankind as God. His grace comes through deep
devotion and faith.
When he was in the physical body, Baba told that
selfless renounced life was enough for Mhalsapathi.
He enjoined 'Dhyana' to Nana Saheb Chandorkar.
Pure emotion and intense devotion were adequate but
fully rewarding to Megha. Dasa Ganu's capacity as a
'Kirthankar' lead him to liberation. Baba's kripa was
manifold.
Lord Krishna in the 'Gita'says that it is extremely
difficult to cross the river of 'Maya' except through
surrender to Him (7-14). In his masterpiece 'Life of
Sai Baba', Sri Narasimha Swamiji beautifully amplifies
this assertion using many metaphors.
The river of maya gets filled by the rains in the form
of three 'Gunas' that cause the flood of delusion.

There are many dangers like whirlpools of hatred, big
fishes of arrogance, and waves of desires in this river.
Someone plunges into the river trusting his
intellectual strength but vanishes without a trace.
Another one may try to ride a float in the form of the
Vedas, but he gets devoured by fish in the form of
arrogance. Someone else may try to cross the river
trusting his youthful energy, but he gets chewed by a
crocodile in the form of sense pleasures. Some try the
float of 'yajnas', but they get stuck in the rocks of
heavenly pleasures. If a sage can understand an evil
mind, or if a fish can swallow the hook, or if a ghost will
be afraid of a timid person, only then living beings can
cross the river of maya!
So, what is the way to cross this river of maya? Sri
Narasimha Swamiji says that only those who
surrender to the Lord can easily cross this river. Only
those who have their 'Sadguru' as the boatman in the
boat of 'Self-realization, who have discarded their ego
and all the 'vikalpa' or doubts, who have given up
'Moha' can cross this river of maya.

Sai Baba's Religion
Sai Baba had kept his religion and caste a secret. He could not be called a Hindu as he preferred to stay in a mosque.
He performed 'Namaz' and taught Koran to Abdulla and would freely use Islamic terms – 'Allah Malik', Mera Fakhir,
Yaad-e-Huque' etc., Even the food he prepared was sanctified with Muslim rituals. While dining with Hindus, he
would make Bade Baba sit with him to remove any communal tinge to the gathering.
If you consider Sai Baba as a Muslim, he was burning fire in the 'dhuni'. He would have 'Arathi' waved in the
mosque. Hindus recited the Gita, Bhagavatha, Ramayana and other scriptures. While passing through the village,
whenever he came across Hindu temples, Sai Baba would stop and fold his hands in reverence. Sai Baba made both
the communities guessing that he belonged to their own community!
To strengthen the impact of non-communal behavior, Baba attracted both Hindus and Muslims through many
miracles. He was very particular that they followed their religious practices regularly, like insisting Brahmin
devotees to perform 'Sandhya vandana'. Muslims to perform Namaz etc.,
Baba never liked conversion from one faith to another. When a Hindu devotee who embraced Islam came to him,
he straightaway scolded – 'Are you not ashamed to change your father?' Even so he would encourage the Hindus
and Muslims to celebrate their festivals and would advise them to participate in the functions of each other!
(Source: Sai Baba the Master)
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Turn Setbacks into

Fuel for Self-Growth
by O.K.Varada Rao

F

acing a setback or experiencing loss can
seriously impact our self-esteem as it
punches a hole in our anticipated successor
fulfillment. We realize painfully that life is not
good and that we are a small player in the larger
scheme of events, often at the mercy of things
beyond our control. We feel helpless, hopeless
and betrayed. There are very few who find an
escape from this black hole with their spiritual
energy and benefit the others also.
Sri Narasimha Swamiji used go for a walk in the
mornings. An eccentric person by name Velu
Mudaliar was staying along the same road in an
upstairs house. He used to throw garbage on Sri
Narasimha Swamiji daily. Sri Narasimha Swamiji
ignored his mischief, by just wiping his head. He
did not discuss this with others.
One day Sri Narasimha Swamiji did not see
garbage falling on his head. He felt something
wrong. He went up the steps to reach that house.
The person who used to throw garbage at him was
bed-ridden. Sri Narasimha Swamiji enquired his
health, administered a pinch of 'udhi' and prayed
for his early recovery.
Velu Mudaliar was overcome with emotion.
He wept profusely. It was a rude shock for him.

He used to daily throw garbage on this old man
more as a prank. Instead of abusing, he has
visited his house to pray for him! No doubt, he fell
at Sri Narasimha Swamiji's feet and became a Saidevotee later.
That was the greatness of a Mahathma like Sri
Narasimha Swamiji. How many of us take a bad
situation and turn it into a good one? Sri
Narasimha Swamiji's attitude points the way for
us to learn how to use our pain which is not real
but emanates from our attachment to ego and its
inconsequential desires.
Mindfulness somebody's mischief is 'tit for
tat'.
In 1942, Sri Narasimha Swamiji and
Dasaganu entered a village near Sholapur. A
stranger abused Dasa Ganu as a 'fake sanyasi'. In
his 'poorvashram', Dasa Ganu was a Police
Constable and had strongly punished that
person. But Dasa Ganu did not retaliate and kept
smiling. Later he explained to us that the
stranger has settled his previous account with
him now and if he had retaliated, it will start a
fresh account! If someone criticizes, think about
it calmly. If there is truth in it, correct yourself. If
it is some misunderstanding, try to fix it and
move on. Or, just ignore it.
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Way to Approach

Fear and Anger
by Swami Shantananda Puri

A

good number of us may cope with fear
and pain by trying to ignore or
confront. But Sai Baba's life echoes with a
different approach. When Nana Valli asked him
to vacate his seat, Sai Baba readily offered it! His
message was to courageously choose to
understand and 'befriend' pain and fear.
A story adapted from Buddhist tradition states
about a demon who fed on the fear and anger of
those in the human world, where there was no
lack of food for him. It was all too easy to grow big
and fat on easily provoked family quarrels,
religious, communal or national hatred. He
became even more ambitious and thought that he
should try the angels”
He decided to choose the realm of angels ruled
by King Sakka, because he knew that the
inhabitants were far above petty and selfish
quarrels. But only a few of them had completely
conquered ill-will and aversion.
Fortunately, when the demon reached the
angel-kingdom, King Sakka was away. The
demon seated himself on Sakka's throne, looking

“

forward to a tasty, satiating feast. When the
angels arrived, they could hardly believe their
eyes – a disgusting monster sitting on the royal
throne, drooling and grinning. They began to
wail and shout: “You awful demon! How dare you
sit on the throne of our King. Get out, otherwise
we will throw you into a boiling cauldron! Get
out! Get out!”
The demon continued to stay where he was,
growing more elated as their anger increased.
Gorging on their fear and anger, he grew in size, in
strength, in power, in fearsomeness.
Suddenly King Sakka arrived. He was
unshaken by what he saw. He approached the
demon, saying: “Welcome, friend! Please remain
seated, relax. I can take another chair. May I offer
you our hospitality?” While Sakka spoke these
friendly words, the demon, being denied his
nourishment, rapidly shrank and finally
disappeared.
The story suggests that a friendly approach
makes our 'enemy' weak.

If one devotes his entire mind to me and rests in me, he need fear nothing
for body and soul. If one sees me and me alone and listens to talk about
me and is devoted to me alone, he will reach God (Chaitanya). He who
worships me as Nitya, Suddha and Buddha comes to me."
—Sai Baba

”
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Dr. Ranvir Singh’s
Creations

Pictorial Quotes

“

You devotees are my children. I am your father. You have to get
everything from me. So, you should not talk like that (and say Sai is
not God)."
—Sai Baba

”
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Who is

the Greatest Guru

of All Time?

by Sri Ganeshnath Maharaj (Bhima Shankar)

T

he Mahabharata narrates the story of
Ekalavya, a tribal with immense potential
who aspired to study archery from Dronacharya,
the Guru of Kuru royalty. Since Dronacharya did
not accept to teach him, he made his statue and
daily sought guidance and support from it. In
course of time, he evolved himself to be a
magnificent archer.
Who really was Ekalavya's Guru? Was it just
his own aspiration inspired by Drona's skill or was
there some kind of Divine intervention? When
relating to a Guru, people often confuse the
physical body or mental intelligence to be the
Guru. They may even compare different Gurus.
The truth is, that there is only one Guru in the
universe – the Divine.
Sai Baba has stated that the 'Divine' has
assumed different names and forms and has
manifested in realized persons so that they could
g uide sincere seekers on the path of
transcendence. Some great spiritual experiences
bestowed upon disciples through their Guru may
not be even known to the Guru. This is because
Divine Consciousness is utilizing the form of the
physical Guru as an instrument to help genuine

seekers in their evolution. Thus, all Gurus,
avatars and prophets put together represent 'One
Reality'. This Divine Consciousness is timeless
and omniscient. 'Dakshinamurthy' is the earliest
teacher – the teacher of all teachers.
When we surrender ourselves before the
Divine, this seed of omniscience is positioned in
us and in due course of time it sprouts and
flourishes, thereby dissolving all falsehoods.
Whenever a seeker has the sincere aspiration to
progress, Divine Consciousness graciously
appears on the scene either in its original
formless state or by assuming a form to guide the
person. There are some seekers who keep on
searching for an ideal Guru! What is required is
deep faith. Do not bother about external
attributes or practices.
Sai Baba is 'Atmananda' personified, for he is
close behind our thoughts as an avatar of Divine
Consciousness. His devotees do not require
mantra, tantra, pothi, pilgrimage, fasting, rituals
and study of love because he himself is the final
destination to be sought (Satchidananda). He is
love, truth, ananda.
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Children's
Corner
T

hey know when you love them!” How often have I heard this
spoken of animals! They always know!

Of course, it is quite true. They do know, dogs know. Cats know.
Birds know. All animals know when they are loved.
Even human beings know!
Do we ever stop to consider this? Is there not a possibility that the
stranger in our midst may be aware of the power of Divine love when it is
flowing towards him from another life!
My dear children – for the love that we feel for others is most certainly
the highest form of life. It is the love that wants to give and asks nothing
in return. When you love a wild bird and desire to give it food and water
and friendship you are Sai Baba to it. It is the power of Sai Baba with you
at work, the flame of compassion.
It is the kind of love that is always felt and known
Sai Baba has always stressed 'Give, Give, keep on giving. I will give you
one hundred times!
Certainly, the easiest way to find friendship among our fellow-beings
is to offer the Divine-friendship that asks for no return. For they know
when you love them. Dogs or humans – they always know!

Book Review

Sai Baba – A Biography, by Kushal Goyal
Published by Rupa Publications
Darya Ganj, New Delhi - 110002, Pp.90, price Rs.160/The fascination for Sai Baba has not abated or diminished over the years.
Through his biography, in this short book, one is taken through the wellversed, though no less fascinating journey of Sai Baba's eternal life. The
book is a source of inspiration for all Sai devotees
—S. Syama Rao
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Sai Seva is not a Business
Reference Source: Sai Padananda Magazine, April 2012

Original Kannada Article by: M.V. Shanthi
Translated into English by: Prathibha G.

S

hri Narasimha Swamiji inaugurated and laid
the strong foundation for the All India Sai
Samaj in Chennai in the year 1941. The primary goal
of this organization was to campaign and propagate
the faith in Sai Baba of Shirdi and His life, teachings,
and mission, the diffusion of knowledge regarding Sai
Baba, the arrangement of lectures, Bhajans and
Kirthans for Sai Baba and the construction of
buildings for the aforesaid purposes all over India.
Many Sai-Sevaks had volunteered their time and
effort to promote the divine cause as outlined by the
Samaj.
An extremely rich lady once visited the Sai Samaj's
facility in Mylapore, Chennai. She had heard a great lot
about Shri. Narasimha Swamiji. She was deeply
interested in listening to Shri. Swamiji's sermons and
lectures, and also participate in the Samaj's Sai
campaign activities. She reverently approached Shri
Swamiji and paid her obesceince to him! Then she
made a humble plea to him saying -- "Swamiji, I've a
great aspiration to become your student. Please induct
me as a student and allow me to be a part of your Sai
propagation service!" The lady had decked herself up
with glitters of gold and diamonds! The lady's material
richness was visibly evident all over her.
It did not take any deliberation time for Shri.
Swamiji to gauge the lady's affinity to materialism. He
smirked at the lady's request and quizzically asked her
-- "Really?? Is it your real desire to get yourself
inducted into our Sai Samaj activities? If your strong
intent is to be of service to the Samaj, then, just
remove all the glittery jewelry off of yourself, bundle
them all up, and hand them over to me. Right after
then, you can engage yourself in our Samaj's Sai
campaign activities!" The lady devotee was extremely
perplexed. She thought, the Swamiji should not have
any affinity toward worldly materials such as gold and
diamonds. However, here and now, Shri. Narasimha
Swamiji is demanding her to handover the jewelry!

She couldn't refute Swamiji's demand either! She thus
enquired with Swamiji -- "Swamiji, would you instead
allow me to hand over the jewelry to you later this
evening?". Swamiji chuckled and agreed to her
request.
Later in the day, the lady devotee approached Mrs.
Sharada Varadarao, a Sai Samaj voluteer and detailed
out her doubts about Swamiji inclination. Mrs.
Varadarao snickered at the lady's thought and said,
"You should have handed over your jewelry to Swamiji.
Swamiji is a Saint. What is he going to do with your
jewelry? He would have returned the jewelry back to
you!" The lady was stupefied when made aware of the
saintly attribute of Shri. Swamiji. With a joyous tone
she acclaimed saying, 'Really!!! Is the Swamiji just
going to return my jewelry?'' So saying, she
approached Swamiji later that evening and said,
"Swamiji, this morning you asked me to part with my
jewelry. I have them all here. Please accept it!"
Swamiji responded, "Mother, I don't want your
jewelry. Similarly, we don't want your service for Saipropagation campaigns either! You decided to part
with your jewelry only after being affirmed that I
would return your jewelry back to you. Sai Baba's seva
stipulates 'COMPLETE SURRENDER'. SAI SEVA IS
NOT A BUSINESS!!"
This experience between Swamiji and the lady
devotee is akin to the experience a wealthy Sethji
(businessman) had with Shri Sai Baba in Shirdi. The
Sethji had approached Baba seeking Baba to impart
him of Brahma Jnan. He was extremely wealthy, and
his pockets were loaded with currency notes. He
wasn't willing to part with even Rupees 5/- when Baba
repeatedly kept sending Nandu, a small village boy of
Shirdi to fetch Him a loan money of Rupees 5/- from
one or the other store keepers in Shirdi. Just like Baba
said, path to liberation is through total surrender.
That itself is Brahma-Jnan!!
Aum Sai Ram
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Charters and Sayings
by Prathibha G.
Reference Source: Sri Sai Babas Charters and Sayings
by Shri Narasimha Swamiji

S

hri Sai Satcharitra informs us of the
numerous texts which Sai Baba talked
about, recommended reading, and explained
about. It reports how Baba discussed the entire
text of Gita for the benefit of Nanasaheb
Chandorkar. Baba's interpretation of the verses
of the Gita, and his mention of the verses from
several other texts is noteworthy. Sai Baba's
knowledge of Upanishadic texts is plausible. He
had assimilated various themes that were derived
from Puranic literature and often recommended
the reading of Puranas to His Hindu devotees.
Below are the Upanishadic sayings of Shri Sai of
Shirdi:
(/) M. Lele Sastri.
188. Baba (to Mukunda Lele Sastri): Go on for
ten days repeating in this Dwaraka Mayi, Narayan
Upanishad Taittariya Bhaga. (And that was done).
(f) Bayyaji

224. Bayyaji Appaji Patel boasted of having
Bhima's strength and occasionally lifted Baba up
in his arms after massage to place him before the
fire. One day he tried to lift Baba but could not.
Baba looked at him and laughed. That laughter
was a homily against pride, cf, Kena Upanishad.
Vayu trying to lift up a straw in vain.
611. Das Ganu Maharaj was much confused
about the meaning of Isavasya Upanishad and
went to Baba.
Baba: What, man. is the difficulty in this? Go
back to Kaka's house (H.S.D,'s in Ville Parle). His
naukarain (i.e., servant girl of the agricultural
class) Will clear your doubt.
Das Ganu went there; and a young servant girl
(aged 8 and belonging to the Kumbi caste) was
there. Her words and conduct enabled him to
understand the Upanishad. though she never
knew his difficulties, or she was solving them.

Baba putting down pride of physical strength

“

I will not allow my devotees to come to harm. I have to take
thought for my devotees. And if a devotee is about to fall, I stretch
out my hands, and thus with four, four (i.e. a number of),
outstretched hands at time to support him, I will not let him fall."
—Sai Baba

”
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